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Use facebook API to get data for a page Basically I'm looking for some
help in developing a simple Facebook app that uses the Graph API to
pull data for a specific page (www.facebook.com/minneapolis4farms).

The app will be installed on a number of Farm's websites so it should be
stable and centralized so that data can be transferred easily from Farm
to Farm. I'd rather not build the whole thing myself if I can help it, but it

might be necessary. I've built a demo app that uses the graph API in
the past and it works well enough, but I'm not positive I understand all

of the different components that go into this type of app. What I need is
the ability to send a request and then pull back data to a page

(image/text/etc). It doesn't need to be exact, just pull the most relevant
info so that as more people go to the Farm, more data is returned. The
data that is being returned should be a text string of one long line of

data so that when viewed in a browser, it would only appear as a single
line of text, no breaks etc. I would like to be able to either get a single
row of data, or the first 1000 rows of data (if that helps). I would really

appreciate some help with this. I believe I have all of the necessary info
for doing this, but I could really use some additional feedback about the

best way to approach this. Regards, Dan A: I found a solution to this
problem. It is a bit of work, so if you're really interested in this project
or have ideas, this is what I came up with. Create a web site that hosts

a simple table
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